
QUESTIONS: 

What we can see in this picture? - Suggested answer: Woman with large hat or
umbrella, child, grass, trees with leaves, flowers, blue sky with clouds.

Which season this picture represents? How can you tell? - Suggested answer: Summer because the 
leaves on the trees have grown and are deep green, the grass is long and turning brown, the woman 

needs a hat to give her some shade, and the sky is blue with few clouds.

How does this picture make you feel?

Do you like this picture? Why or why not?

If you were going to paint a picture like this, what would you do differently?

Picture information: The Summer, Poppy Field by Claude Monet, 1875. Style: Impressionism.

Source: https://www.wikiart.org/en/claude-monet/the-summer-poppy-field



QUESTIONS

What we can see in this picture? - Suggested answer: Snow, path, house, mountains, trees, forest, sky, 
colours.

Which season this picture represents? How can you tell? - Suggested answer: Bare trees and snow
tell us it must be winter.

Do you like this picture? Why or why not?

If you were going to paint a picture like this, what would you do differently?

What questions do you have about this picture?

Picture information: Winter Landscape by Wassily Kandinsky, 1909. Style: Post-Impressionism.

Source: https://www.wikiart.org/en/wassily-kandinsky/winter-landscape-1909



QUESTIONS:

What we can see in this picture? - Suggested answer: Some trees with orange leaves, some trees
without leaves, grass, sky.

What clues do the colours used in this picture give you about which season this
picture represents? - Suggested answer: The colours used are autumn colours - gold, orange, red, 

brown.

Do you like this picture? Why or why not?

If you were going to paint a picture like this, what would you do differently?

What questions do you have about this picture?

Picture information: Autumn by Milton Avery, 1944. Style: Expressionism, Fauvism.

Source: https://www.wikiart.org/en/milton-avery/autumn-1944
 



QUESTIONS:

What we can see in this picture? - Suggested answers: People planting/sowing and ploughing fields, 
green grass, cattle, farm house, tree with blossoms, flowers, blue sky with clouds.

Which season this picture represents? How can you tell? - Suggested answers: Spring, because this
is when the fields need to be ploughed and prepared for planting after winter, the tree has blossoms,

the sky is blue, and the people are not wearing winter clothes.

Do you like this picture? Why or why not?

How does this picture make you feel?

What does this picture make you think about?

If you were going to paint a picture like this, what would you do differently?

Picture information: Spring in the Country by Grant Wood, 1941. Style: Regionalism.

Source: https://www.wikiart.org/en/grant-wood/spring-in-the-country-1941



QUESTIONS: 

What we can see in this picture? - Suggested answers: Sea, storm clouds, rain.

Which season this picture represents? How can you tell? - Suggested answers: Winter, because the 
sky is dark, rainy and stormy.

What is the mood of this picture? How does this picture make you feel?

Do you like this picture? Why or why not?

If you were going to paint a picture like this, what would you do differently?

What does this picture make you think about?

Picture information: Seascape Study with Rain Cloud by John Constable, c.1827. Style: Romanticism.

Source: https://www.wikiart.org/en/john-constable/seascape-study-with-rain-cloud-1



QUESTIONS:

What we can see in this picture? - Suggested answer: Fields, cows, tees, mountains
with snow.

Which season this picture represents? How can you tell? - Suggested answer: Summer, because the 
fields are golden and have lost their first flush of spring green, and because the the sky is blue.

Do you like this picture? Why or why not?

If you were going to paint a picture like this, what would you do differently?

What questions do you have about this picture?

Picture information: Mount Aragats at summer by Martiros Sarian, 1922. Style: Symbolism.

Source: https://www.wikiart.org/en/martiros-sarian/mount-aragats-at-summer-1922



QUESTIONS:

What we can see in this picture? - Suggested answers: Woman sitting under tree, trees with
blossoms, green grass, flowers, blue sky.

Which season this picture represents? How can you tell? Suggested answer: Spring, because the
blossoms are out and the grass still has a dark winter green to it, it almost looks like the ground is still 

cool from winter.

Do you like this picture? Why or why not?

If you were going to paint a picture like this, what would you do differently?

What does this picture make you think about?

Picture information: An Orchard in Spring by Claude Monet, 1886. Style: Impressionism.

Source: https://www.wikiart.org/en/claude-monet/an-orchard-in-spring



QUESTIONS:

What we can see in this picture? - Suggested answer: Orange shapes! These are autumn leaves,
behind the leaves we can see shapes of trees and branches.

Which season this picture represents? How can you tell? - Suggested answer: Autumn, because of
the colours used.

Do you like this picture? Why or why not?

If you were going to paint a picture like this, what would you do differently?

What questions do you have about this picture?

Picture information: Autumn Leaves Fluttering in the Breeze by Alma Woodsey Thomas, 1973. 
Style: Color Field Painting.

Source: https://www.wikiart.org/en/alma-woodsey-thomas/autumn-leaves-fluttering-in-the-
breeze-1973


